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Values are derived by using data from various sources and the Arvold formulas on the 
IMSTRAT site(1). To summarize the Arvold formulas quickly:

AF is equivalent RHA penetration (in mm) at 500 meters divided by 10.
DF is equivalent RHA protection (approx best) across the front of the tank divided by 10.
Speed is max (road) speed divided by 3 for PB/PL speeds, divided by 5 for AIW speeds.

Unlike WW II units, where the approximation is made that all units are firing steel APCBC 
rounds, post 1975 we can’t make that assumption anymore and accurately model combat. The 
AP round the tank is using primarily has to factor into the calculations. Hence, the round is 
printed on the counter in these examples.

When penetration is quoted at figures greater than 500 meters, we make the simplifying 
assumption that large modern rounds essentially do not lose kinetic energy from 500 to 1000 or 
2000 meters. This is “good enough” for our purposes.

The M1 versions are gunned approximately as they would have been in Desert Storm, though the 
M1 and M1IP almost certainly did not see action as printed in Desert Storm. Almost all M1s in 
that action were up gunned to 120mm cannons(2).

The speed of these units was obtained by dividing max speed by 5. Please note that an 
ungoverned M1 can go 60 mph, translating to a movement rate of 12. This destroys the tank so 
they are normally fixed to 45 mph. 

Ranges for 125mm gunned tanks are established by a convention, which goes something like 
this:

Poor tank handling, unable to use range finding 6
Reasonably well taught, inadequately trained troops 8
Reasonably trained troops 10
Well trained front line troops 12

As the Soviet flag counter sets are to represent front line troops, we give them a front line range.

T72s are of three different kinds. The tan colored are stock AH base value T72s from the General 
magazine. The T72s with Iraqi flags are my best guess as to the firepower of an Iraqi T-72 firing 
a BM15 steel APFSDS projectile (3). The Soviet flagged units are estimations of the firepower 
of a T72B or T72BK5 manned by front line crews. AF is based on published penetration values 
(data sources 1 and 2) of the printed round.



The ratio to the right of the defense factor (if present) is to be multiplied into the AF of G class 
units before combat, to correct for the increased effectiveness of ERA or composite armor 
against shaped charges.
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1. http://collinsj.tripod.com/protect.htm
2. http://fofanov.armor.kiev.ua/Tanks/ARM/apfsds/ammo.html
3. http://fofanov.armor.kiev.ua/Tanks/MBT/t-72bm.html


